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At Jungle Taming, we take un-
attractive grounds and make them beau-
tiful. This involves imagination, vision,
and  manicuring effort which is far be-
yond what it would take to simply
maintain grounds.

No greater joy exists for us than
taking on the challenge of changing
what looks impossibly ugly and making
it beautiful. That’s why we call our
business “Jungle Taming.”

Most of the people in the lawn
maintenance business are geared up for
speed (multiple jobs per day) and can-
not expend the time and effort required
to tackle “jungle” projects. After all, to
do this job properly,one must frequent-
ly get down on hands and knees and
crawl around under large shrubs and
trees. How else can a person remove
vines and saplings from under a beauti-
ful old azalea or camellia? Most lawn
maintenance crews are not trained in
horticulture and are not skilled in the
care of shrubs and perennials and trees.

My name is Bill Kunze. That’s me
up there waving my hat!

Greetings! I’d like to take a mo-
ment to tell you about us …

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

It’s easy to subscribe to the FREE monthly e-Magazine. Email your request
to info@jungletaming.com, or simply text JungleTaming to 22828!

Monthly Horticultural Magazine and Southern Master Gardening is
distributed free of charge each month by Jungle Taming, LLC, an upscale
yard restoration landscaping company proudly serving the Columbia, SC

area.

Visit www.JungleTaming.com for more information.

This newsletter has been compiled by local experts in horticulture and land-
scaping, which combines scientific and practical applications of horticultur-
al theory.  Suggestions are general, and individual results may vary.
Opinions of authors do not always reflect Jungle Taming’s opinion.

Our garden writers want you to get more joy from your yard. That
can happen for you as you begin to employ the tips in this newsletter.
When you decide to join us on our quest for beauty, you will be glad
you did because you will have engaged your body, mind and soul in
the process. So may I encourage you to just take a few minutes to
look over this magazine, pick out a few things you want to try, then
begin to try them in your soon-to-be-famous Garden of Eden.

May I encourage you to subscribe, because, it is absolutely
FREE:

IT IS : all about Columbia,SC
IT IS: about gardening
IT IS: an exercise in experimentation with lots of surprises
along the way.

May I also encourage you to forward this magazine to any of
your friends who you think might be interested in ways to get
more joy out of life.
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Hints and tips to help you garden!

September

Amy’s Horticultural Tasks

Annuals
The kids have returned to school, and football fans descend on Columbia to support their teams.  Even though
our thoughts have turned to fall, summer is not yet over.  Don’t neglect summer annuals.  Keep them weeded
and deadheaded so visitors to Columbia have the impression that this is a beautiful city.  It’s too early yet to
plant cool season annuals, since the heat will cause them to stretch and become “leggy”.  High heat and
humidity is typical this time of year, often a result of tropical storms during hurricane season.  These can cause
fungal problems, so be on the look out for gray mold or powdery mildew.  Butterfly caterpillars can be found
munching on food plants such as parsley, dill, fennel, Queen Anne’s lace, and other annual wildflowers.  Don’t
spray!  Butterflies and moths are important pollinators in the ecosystem.

Turf

You may find that you need to mow more often now, thanks to beneficial rains from the tropical storms and
hurricanes this time of year.  Do not fertilize.  Check to be sure your mower blades are in good shape and kept
sharp.  Dull blades can give turf diseases an opportunity to start.  Be aware that due to the excessive amount of
rain received this summer, fungal diseases may show up next spring in your turf.  If you have a history of prob-
lems with fungal disease in the past with your yard, you may want to apply fungicide this fall to prevent this

Perennials
Hopefully by now, you are looking at which perennials are ready to be divided.  Perennials are divided for propa-
gation, to control their size, and to invigorate them.

Older perennials that have become sparsely blooming can become more vigorous through division.  A general
guideline is that spring and summer blooming perennials can be divided in the fall.  When dividing perennials, it is
a good preventative practice to help ward off fungal diseases by making sure that shovels or garden forks are
clean and sharp.  A sharp tool also makes it easier on the worker to divide the plant since they don’t have to work
as hard to separate the plant.  Once a plant is divided, place the division into a bucket of water to keep the roots
hydrated until you can get them planted.  This will help to lessen transplant shock.  You also need to be looking
ahead.  Bulbs can be planted starting next month, and you will need to have your order placed this month in time
for shipping and planting.  Since perennials generally go dormant during the winter, under planting the perennials
with bulbs such as daffodils will make for a longer color time in planting beds.  Daffodils and other bulbs co-exist
easily with perennials, emerging right through the perennials’ root systems.  There are generally three spring
bloom times for bulbs, so careful planning can let you have bulbs in bloom anywhere from January to March.
Choose fragrant varieties to plant near where people gather to sit so they can enjoy the fragrance.  If squirrels
are a potential threat to your bulbs, consider using a product like Perma Till to discourage them from digging up
your bulbs.
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Shrubs

Little or nothing should be done to shrubs now.  Make your
replacement list now, and get orders together for fall
replacement.  Toward the end of the month, deciduous
shrubs will start to put on their fall colors.  Once leaf drop
begins, be sure to keep the leaves raked out to discourage
any harmful insects from being able to winter over in the
debris.  Don’t neglect weeding, as summer annual weeds
will be dropping seed heads at this point for next year’s
crop.

Amy’s Horticultural Tasks

Trees

Fall web worms have shown up by now.  While unsightly,
they rarely do any major damage to trees, other than to the
leaves within the webbing.  You can take a “let them be”
attitude, break up the nest with a stick, or prune the branch
that the nest is on and dispose of it.  If you break up the
nest with a stick, birds will quickly find the worms and
consume them, so you need not apply a pesticide.  Some
trees will already start showing their fall colors, soon to be
followed by leaf drop.  A smart way to deal with the leaves
is to run a lawn mower over the leaf debris.  This will shred
the leaves into smaller pieces that will compost faster and
add nutrients to the soil.  However, you may want to first
rake or blow the leaves away from the area immediately
around the tree’s trunk to avoid any lawn mower damage
to roots covered up by leaf debris.  Never blow leaf debris
into the street, as this will cause our storm drains to
become clogged.

Roses
If you are considering ordering roses from a catalog,
place your order early.  The best selections will be the
first to go.
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About Amy
Amy Wright, who has a degree in horticulture, is a Certified Nursery
Professional, Pesticide Applicator, Environmental Landscaper,
Arborist, and Landscape Technician, and has been in the horticultural
industry for several years as a garden center employee, lecturer,
consultant, and designer. She was the recipient of the 2002 Horticul-
ture Student of the Year award from the SC Nursery and Landscape
Association. She is currently the landscape designer for the City of
Columbia, and is a member of the SC Nursery and Landscape Associa-
tion and the Greater Columbia Landscape Association. She has
consulted on gardening articles for Columbia Metropolitan magazine
and The State newspaper, appeared on ETV’s “Making It Grow,” and
has also been a radio guest on “The Andy Thomas Show” to answer
questions on gardening.

International Certified Arborist, and Certified Environmental Land-
scaper

803.240.2636

Email:  abledsoedesign@msn.com

About Amy
Amy’s Horticultural Tasks
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Author-Illustrator, Ruby Haydock-DeLoach, will be signing books at Midlands Fall Plant and Flower Festival at the
SC State Farmers Market, 3483 Charleston Hwy, West Columbia, SC, Sept. 27-29. On Sunday, October 6, join Ruby
and other nature artists at Saluda Shoals Park. She will assume the identity of book character, Terri Flower, and use
a storytelling format to present funny excerpts from her third children’s book, Appalachian Morning, a book of
humor filled with nature inspired art and scientific facts in the environment. Children will take home a journal with a
cover design by artist to illustrate and  record the events of unearth October 6, 2013 and a “Growing Little Green
Thumbs” activity from Jungle Taming monthly landscaping newsletter. The book by the same title is in the process of
being added to the SC Farm to School Recommended Reading List and was selected by the 2013 SC Book Festival.

Search Web Worms at www.Alomodo.com

One Labor Day weekend in September, I went to visit
friends. The husband had fresh mowed the lawn that morn-
ing and had tidied up the yard. I stepped out onto the patio,
noticed a gray mass of webs on a tree and asked, “What is
that?” He made me laugh when he responded “I worked so
hard to make everything perfect and the first thing you no-
tice is an elephant booger in my pecan tree.” Fall web
worms had appeared.  The webs can ugly up a tree, but
rarely do any major damage, other than to the leaves within
the webbing.  If the web is unreachable you will have to take
a “let them be” attitude. If reachable, break up the nest with
a stick, or prune the branch that the nest is on and dispose
of it.  If you break up the nest with a stick, birds will quickly
find the worms and consume them, so you need not apply a
pesticide.

Elephant Boogers

September is the perfect time to adopt a decidu-
ous tree or shrub, journal and illustrate the
changes in the tree throughout the seasons. Soon,
the fall colors will appear and leaves will begin to
drop. Illustrate by drawings or paintings or use
photographs. A great shrub that is abundant is the
wild, purple berried, American Beauty Bush.
Maple, sweet gum, hickory nut and sycamore
trees produce great shows of colors. If your tree
hosts an elephant booger, fall web worms, get a
stick, break up the web and feed the birds.

Read: The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein, who
must have owned an apple tree. The life cycles of
a tree and a boy are paralleled and provide a viv-
id explanation of the cycles of living things.
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Ruby has an Ed. D. in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of South Carolina.
After retiring as an educator, she developed her artistic abilities and illustrated her first
nonfiction children’s science book, Earth Turns on Its Axis, and…  She has another book
called Growing Little Green Thumbs.

Ruby DeLoach Author, Retired Educator

Email:  rhdeloach@aol.com

www.crookedcreekart.org/deloach.htm
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Ah, life is sweet at Clear Creek Farm! Ray Davis, a semi-retired financial services professional,
is a Certified Instructor with Square Foot Gardening Foundation. Along with his wife of 50
years and co-partner, Wanda, Ray owns and operates Clear Creek Farm in Milton, Florida.
The idyllic 30-acre farm is set just west of a US navy training field, and pilots regularly fly
over the farm, tipping their wings to say hello.

Since SFG requires far less time and labor than conventional farming methods, Ray and Wanda
even have time left to sit back, enjoy the beauty of their farm, and relax. However, the dream
lifestyle they are fulfilling may have been impossible but for Square Foot Gardening techniques,
because of the farm's poor soil.

Sally
Hansley
Odum
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A professor, Wanda Davis said she wanted something "less sedentary" for her and Ray to do
in their "quasi retirement" years. An organic, working farm lifestyle was the answer.
Blessed with a green thumb, Wanda is in charge of all of the growing aspects of the farm.
Ray builds SFG boxes, arranges the compost piles, helps with making Mel's Mix, moves
large objects, harvests, maintains the micro-drip irrigations system, and makes produce
deliveries. He also helps give tours and grafting demonstrations.

Growing Non-GMO, Heirloom Produce on 1.5
Acres
The couple grows and sells fruits, vegetables,
mints, and herbs - from apples to zucchini -
primarily in 30 SFG boxes with grids. The SFGs are
placed on terraces for ease of maintenance and
cover an area of about 1.5 acres of ground. They
also have various service buildings, greenhouses,
barns and high-tunnel shade houses on the high
and dry property.  Said Ray, "The rest of the prop-
erty is in orchards, pine, hardwood uplands, and a
flowing creek floodplain. We have been carving the
farm out of woods swamp and thickets for the last

six years."

Farm Tours and Eco-Tourism
Clear Creek Farm recently received rave reviews as a participant in the Santa Rosa County
Farm Tour. More than 200 people descended upon the farm, while Ray and Wanda handed
out flyers, gave demonstrations and tours. The couple also opens the farm to school tours
with hands-on SFG demonstrations for kids. Ray said he and Wanda look to expand further
into eco-farm touring in the future.
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A Sustainable Farm with Solar Power and Rainwater Irrigation
Clear Creek Farm is a solar-powered, net-zero electrical cost operation. Ray said, "We catch and store rain-
water and use it to fill our micro-drip irrigation reservoirs, which are warmed by the sun before delivering the
water to the SF box grids with gravity flow.  We also have spring water that is used in four coils of geothermal
pipe to warm the root zones in our two 10 x 30 foot shade houses in winter, and to provide cooling relief from
the hot Florida sun in summer."

Come by and see us at 9005 Two Notch Road #2 Columbia SC
Call us at 803-397-2816

The Square Foot Gardening Foundation has moved the national headquarters from Eden, Utah to Columbia SC
to help promote our mission of healthy eating and self reliance through gardening. We are a 501c3 non-profit

and we strive to donate every dollar we can back into community gardens and school programs.

If you are interested in hosting an event or lecture please call our office or email us at
thestore@squarefootgardening.com. Place in subject line I want to host an event.

Victoria Boudman has been with the Square Foot Gardening Foundation since 2008.
She is a mother of 5 and being mentored by Mel Bartholomew, the originator and
founder of the Square Foot Gardening Foundation to continue what he started back in
1976. Victoria travels to speak on behalf of the mission statement to promote healthy
lifestyles and eating habits - teaching self sustainability and reliance through
gardening.

Sally Hansley Odum is a communications writer with Square Foot Gardening Founda-
tion, a 501(c)3 nonprofit dedicated to ending world hunger, increasing health, self-
sufficiency and vitality in families in the USA and abroad. It is headed by President
and Founder, Mel Bartholomew, and CEO, Victoria Boudman. Square Foot Gardening
Foundation is currently involved in projects to place SFGs in schools, teach SFG,
install community gardens to help the poor and homeless, and to prevent childhood
obesity and diabetes. To learn more, visit www.squarefootgardening.org.
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Gardening
for
Everyone

by Donald McInnes

Emerald Ash Borer
One bug, Millions of Trees!

The emerald ash borer was first discovered in
the U.S. near Detroit in 2002. Since then it has
attacked and killed over 100 million ash trees.

There are 22 species of ash in the U.S.  Though
not a dominant tree in South Carolina and un-
common in the Midlands, in some parts of the
country one in every twelve trees is an ash.

The emerald ash borer is a small, bright green
metallic beetle, about one-third of an inch long.
The color is quite striking. Like some of our oth-
er devastating insect pests (fire ants, gypsy
moths, hemlock wooly adelgids, Asian tiger
mosquitoes, to name but a few), emerald ash
borers are originally from foreign lands—in this
case eastern Russia and much of Asia. Larval
emerald ash borers feed on the inner bark of
their host tree and in the process, disrupt the
tree’s vascular system—the tree loses the ability
to transport water and nutrients. It usually
takes only a year or two from first infestation
until the ash is dead.

The emerald ash borer is
now in 20 states. This sum-
mer it was found for the
first time in North Carolina.
There are two sites it’s been

found, in northern NC and eastern TN, that are
both about 200 miles from Columbia. The Mid-
lands does not have many, but our ashes will
likely be under threat of the emerald ash borer
soon.

Ash trees are on their way to becoming mythical
beings, like elm trees and chestnut trees and
dinosaurs. Their swift demise in the area colo-
nized by the emerald ash borer—where ashes
were common—has been devastating to forests
and landscapes. But the rapid changes caused
by this foreign invader have also provided re-
searchers unique opportunities.

All links can be found at our website.

http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/homepagemap.gif
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Gardening
for
Everyone

by Donald McInnes

Emerald Ash Borer
One Bug, Millions of Trees.

In the upper Midwest, where
the emerald ash borer
infestation is now over a
decade old, the insects have
been so plentiful that it has
affected bird populations.
Backyard birders are now more
likely to see woodpeckers and
other birds that prey on the
little green beetles (see
www.sciencedaily.com/release
s/2013/08/130808124229.h
tm). Cavity nesting birds are
expected to benefit, at least in
the short-term, because of the
abundance of dead trees. It will
be interesting to see how bird
populations change as the
ashes fall and their spots in
forests and landscapes are
taken over by other species of
trees.

It’s long been known that being
able to see Nature, even just a
small area through a hospital
window, can help speed the
recovery of medical patients.
Recently a medical research
team has linked the demise of

ash trees to public health. The
researchers looked at 1990–
2007 county level mortality
from a number of causes (heart
disease, firearms, auto
accidents, etc.), the quantity of
ash trees and when the
emerald ash borer was first
reported in an area. After
controlling for a large number
of demographic variables
(education, income, race, etc.),
the researchers concluded that
during those eighteen years,
the devastation of ash trees by
the emerald ash borer
increased by over 21 thousand
the number of deaths from
cardiovascular and lower
respiratory illnesses (see
www.sciencedirect.com/scienc
e/article/pii/S07493797120080
45). That’s about ten times the
mortality U.S. forces have
suffered in Afghanistan! This
sort of natural experiment
cannot conclude that the death
of the ash trees or the
presence of the borers directly
caused people to die, and no

one knows what the
mechanism for this relationship
might be, but maybe it has to
do with the same forces at
work when viewing Nature
speeds up patient recovery.

See
www.emeraldashborer.info for
more information on emerald
ash borers, and if you’re
considering planting a tree this
autumn, don’t choose an ash.

All links can be found at our
website.

Come see us -
www.JungleTaming.com!

If you’d like help with your land-
scape, Don can be reached at

seenvdes@aol.com.
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About Don

Donald McInnes, Ph.D., has degrees in biology from
Duke, Northwestern and Florida State. He has worked
for Clemson Extension in Richland County for more
than a decade, assisting thousands of consumers with
landscape, garden, wildlife and pest control ques-
tions. He is also the owner of Southeastern Environ-
mental Design, a landscape coaching, consulting and
design service, and chairs the City of Columbia’s Tree
and Appearance Commission.

Donald McInnes, Ph.D.

Agricultural Assistant, Clemson Extension

Owner, Southeastern Environmental Design

Email: seenvdes@aol.com

Gardening
for
Everyone

by Donald McInnes
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I don’t know what it is about a garden that has always drawn humans to
father and son gardening them. But they’ve always been very popular,
and an integral part of peoples’ lifestyles. Most religions feature
gardens as the settings for some of the biggest events According to
Christianity, humanity was started in a garden and the son of God was
resurrected in a garden. The Buddhist build gardens to allow nature to permeate their surroundings. Almost every

major palace and government building has a garden. But what’s so great about them? They’re just a bunch of
plants, after all.

Of course, the reasoning is fairly obvious behind why people grow food in gardens. It’s to eat! If you live off the
fat of the land and actually survive on stuff from your garden, it’s easy to understand the reasoning. But I’m
thinking about those people who plant flower gardens just for the sake of looking nice. There’s no immediate
benefit that I can see; you just have a bunch of flowers in your yard! However, after thinking extensively about the
motivation behind planting decorative gardens, I’ve conceived several possible theories.

I think one of the reasons people love gardens so much is that while we have a natural desire to progress and
industrialize, deep within all of us is a primal love for nature. While this desire might not be as strong as the desire
for modernism, it is still strong enough to compel us to create gardens, small outlets of nature, in the midst of all
our hustle and bustle. Since being in nature is like regressing to an earlier stage of humanity, we too can regress to
a time of comfort and utter happiness. This is why gardens are so relaxing and calming to be in. This is why
gardens are a good place to meditate and do tai chi exercises. A garden is a way to quickly escape from the busy
world.

I’ve thought at times that perhaps we as humans feel a sort of guilt driving us to restore nature and care for it. This
guilt could stem from the knowledge that we, not personally but as a race, have destroyed so much of nature to get
where we are today. It’s the least we can do to build a small garden in remembrance of all the trees we kill every
day. It’s my theory that this is the underlying reason for most people to take up gardening as a hobby.

Gardening is definitely a healthy habit though, don’t get me wrong. Any hobby that provides physical exercise,
helps the environment, and improves your diet can’t be a negative thing. So no matter what the underlying psycho-
logical cause for gardening is, I think that everyone should continue to do so. In the USA especially, which is
dealing with obesity and pollution as its two major problems, I think gardening can only serve to improve the state
of the world.

Of course I’m no psychologist; I’m just a curious gardener. I often stay up for hours wondering what makes me
garden. What is it that makes me go outside for a few hours every day with my gardening tools, and facilitate the
small-time growth of plants that would grow naturally on their own? I may never know, but in this case ignorance
truly is bliss.

physchology of gardening
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Professor Ron’sTimely Tips
To those new subscribers of the Jungle Taming Newsletter, please review the August edition containing STEW-
ARDS OF THE SOD by Ron Cowart.  That reading will bring you up to the present time of my landscape profes-
sion.  That being said, ask yourself, “What is it in it for me” or to put it another way, “What is it in it for me to have
a beautiful lawn”.

Taking care of the lawn is a “man-thing”.  Maintaining the lawn is a status thing, and it should be.  However, I
know some women folk that love to mount their riding mowers and enjoy the task.  I guess it gives one a sense of
accomplishment.

I started Cowart Landscape Consulting in 2011, after retiring from the nursery industry, and have visited landscapes
in Richland and Lexington counties.  Most of the yard visits have centered on homeowner’s turf grasses.

A common disease that I see is large patch.  This disease is caused
by a fungus that is active in the spring and fall.  If it is not treated,
large areas in the turf will die.  I have seen homeowners re-sod
these areas without proper treatment and lose their sod for the sec-
ond time

The roots growing in the soil of this centipede has ring nema-
todes.  Last year, this centipede turf was re-sodded in the lower
part of this photo.  It is thinning out and will die.  Notice the
light green turf color.

 .

http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/sod1.jpg
http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/sod2.jpg
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Professor Ron’sTimely Tips
This yard was analyzed with sting and ring nematodes.
Notice, the infested area is progressing into the back
yard like a cancer.

This zoysia is suffering from dollar spot fungus and a
high soil pH.

This centipede turf is suffering from blue green algae,
“black scum”.  It is usually found in wet lawns and lawns
with a perched water tables.

http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/sod3.jpg
http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/sod4.jpg
http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/sod5.jpg
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Professor Ron’sTimely Tips
This empire zoysia turf had one of the worse spittle bug infesta-
tions that I’ve seen.  It was caused by improper cultural practices,
mowing 5 to 6 inches high and over fertilizing.

The preceding pictures show a few problems I have observed in our area.  Many homeowners have wasted money
and time replacing declining and dead areas in their yards with new sod.   Now I ask you the reader, “What is it in it
for you”?  Continue reading.

Would your doctor graft skin on this cancer from your back? No, he would identify the
cancer and treat it with the proper procedure (surgery) and then  lay a skin graft.

Turf is the skin of your yard.

Turf grasses do not die of themselves.  There are causes, some of them are described above.  There are 4 steps in
re-sodding.  They are (1) Identify the cause of turf decline, (2) Treat the cause of turf decline and (3) Replace the
sick turf with healthy sod, and(4) monitor the health of the new turf for 1 or more growing seasons.

I have been identifying the causes and treatment of turf decline for several years.  I felt that I needed to be of fur-
ther service to the homeowners, therefore after passing the South Carolina Commercial Pesticide Applicators ex-
amination, I am now a certified licensed commercial applicator.  Not only will I be able to identify the cause of turf
decline and recommend treatment, but will be able to administer the proper pesticides to treat the causes of turf
decline.

http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/sod6.jpg
http://jungletaming.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/sod7.jpg
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Professor Ron’sTimely Tips

This article was written by Ron Cowart, Cowart Landscape Consulting.  Ron special-
izes in solving turfgrass problems.  All turf samples are sent to Clemson University for

analysis.  A complete summarized report is written based upon the cause of the
disease or disorder and the recommended treatment is included.

please contact Ron Cowart, cowartconsulting@gmail.com
(803) 513-4242.

7 Steps to be taken for Lawn Improvement.

(1)  Call Cowart Landscape Consulting 803-513-4242 or email Cowart Landscape Consulting
cowartconsulting@gmail.com for a yard visit and more information on costs of services.

(2)  Present a 1 year history covering cultural practices and materials applied to the turf.

(3)  Agree for samples to be taken for soil nutrient analysis, nematode analysis and plant
pathogen diagnosis.  Onsite observations will be recorded.

(4)  All samples will be sent to Clemson University for testing and evaluation.

(5)  A personalized report will be written on the findings of the study with recommendations
for treatment.

(6)  A list of reliable sod installers, if needed, can be given to the homeowner.

(7)  Cowart Landscape Consulting can apply recommended corrective materials, including
fertilizers and pesticides, excluding sod installation.

Saving money is “What is it in it for you”.  Sod preparation and installation is an expensive
undertaking.  Do it once and be over with it.  Get the feeling of being in control.

What’s In It For You?

The answers will show themselves when you get your turf tested!
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Professor Ron’sTimely Tips

About Ron

Ron has 40 years of landscaping experience.  Since
1975, he has owned and operated Tookeedoo
Farms, a landscaping and nursery business.  With
two degrees from Clemson University, he is also a
horticulture and landscape teacher at Midlands
Tech, and was honored as the Adjunct Professor
of the Year in Continuing Education in 2006.  As
owner of Cowart Landscaping Consulting, LLC,
Ron’s goal is to “arm the homeowner with knowl-
edge.”

Ron Cowart

Owner, Cowart Landscaping Consulting, LLC

803.513.4242

Email:  cowartconsulting@gmail.com

www.cowartconsulting.com
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Miss Patsy’s Secret Weapon Recipes

Tomato Pie
This is a good southern dish that my husband

and I really like.  Try it, you’ll like.

Bake at 350 until mixture bubbles (done)

INGREDIENTS

1 cup Bisquick pancake and baking mix
¼ cup cold water
1 full tablespoon Smart Balance “Buttery Spread”
4 medium peeled tomatoes, sliced
1 cup sharp cheddar cheese, shredded
½ cup mayonnaise
1 medium onion, minced
2 green onions minced
2 teaspoons dry parsley
Dash oregano leaves
Dash garlic
Season with salt to taste
Season with pepper to taste

Combine sliced tomatoes and onions, cook in
microwave 2 minutes. Mix Bisquick, water and soft

butter. Press into 9 inch pie pan with fork (use
fingers to form bisquick up to rim of pan) Layer

tomatoes and onions on crust Sprinkle with salt,
pepper, garlic and oregano Sprinkle with cheese.
Mix mayonnaise, green onions and parsley and

spread over cheese.

Miss Patsy
Patsy Cowart, “Miss Patsy,” is the eldest of four chil-
dren, all born in a country house built before 1900. She
was taught to cook at an early age by her mother, Miss
Mildred Ross.  It was and still is a sign of respect in cer-
tain pockets of Kershaw county to refer to locals by
their name with Miss or Mr. preceding the first name.
Simple home cooking was the rule of the day, and noth-
ing was thrown away.  A cook book was hardly followed
and recipes were shared using terms like “use a pinch of
this, pinch of that,” and “add to taste.”  Miss Patsy is a
pretty darn good cook—so Professor Ron married her
41 years ago.
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Homeschool Gardening
These articles are chronicling the newly planted garden
and subsequent gardens of a Homeschooler. The garden
is for hands-on learning of science, plant life, cycles,
minerals, food-chain, and nutrition. All too often, digging
in the dirt is vanishing from today’s sanitized society;
however, homeschoolers get this luxury. Simply go into
the backyard and dig.

This is truly going to be written by the Homeschooler –
Jonna Lil. She is massively excited and hopes that she
inspires other homeschoolers to plant their garden.

Our Garden
Continues!

Our little garden has experienced a lot. We are down
to simply watching the grass grow back and the
weeds take hold. Our little excursion to her
MamMa's lake house has left nothing but okra and
green tomatoes

We finally were able to let me swim this summer.
While we were gone, our garden grew lots of weeds.
Our garden has lots of grass in it now.

Mommy was able to pick okra when we returned but
she said it would be too big to eat! I don't know
what that means.
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Homeschool Gardening
These okra were very big! They feel hard.

Our tomatoes are there but they stay green and then rot.
We do get an occasional green pepper still.

I think it's over. We don't have enough plants to con-
tinue to keep it going.

Mommy says they will grind it all
up soon to prepare for next year. I
can't wait.

Jonn
a L

il

Weeds
Winning
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Homeschool Gardening

About Jonna Lil
Jonna Lil started, shall we say, small. Her tiny 1 lb body told the
world she was here and ready!

She is now almost 9 years old! She is homeschooled and tends
to her garden daily.

It all starts with watering the garden every morning. Bare
feet run through the wet grass as she goes to turn on the
set sprinkler. She times the watering while she gets ready
for school.

She keeps tabs on the progress of the garden and she can’t
wait til she enjoys her first meal made from her hard work!

What a day that will be!

For more reading on Jonna’s Amazing story, visit

www.JonnasJourney.com or visit Amazon and search for

Blessed with Tragedy - A Father’s Journey with his PreeMir-
acle!

Natural Success Principles - What She Taught The World!



On Saturdays , we will be in the Soda
City Farmer’s Market. It takes place
downtown on Main St. Between
Hampton St and Taylor St.

 9.27 to 9.29

Midlands Fall Plant Festival,  State
Farmer's Market, near intersection of
I77 & I26.

Want to learn more about how to take care of your property & possi-
bly convert that knowledge into your own lawn care, landscaping, or
nursery business, then you may want to enroll in the Adult Evening
educational courses offered through the Continuing Education Pro-
gram of Midlands Tech.

 Most courses are taught @ the N.E. Campus, located in the Research
Park, near the intersection of Farrow Rd & I77. For more info  click
on:
http://mtconline.midlandstech.edu/CeClassCatalog/scheduleopen?v=
SCEHOR&pr=cehor for course description & dates, location, regis-
tration. Note: if not enough people enroll to justify paying the profes-
sor, then the course will not be taught @ that time & your money will
be refunded.

 9.4 starts
Pests in the Landscape

 9.9 starts
Plant Growth & Development

 10.8
Landscape Design

 10.10 starts
Landscape Management

 11.4 starts
Landscape Construction

Classes to Further
Learn

CRESCENT
C O N S T R U C T I O N

803.781.1900
Come See Us!


